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	The 2009-2010 hawking season was difficult for me:  I no longer had the stamina to endure cold temperatures and strenuous hikes through heavy cover.  I found myself stumbling in the field and gasping for breath far too often to explain by chance alone.  I began to subconsciously search for easier trails and easier slips just to continue hawking that year.  By mid-winter, I couldn't remain outside for more than an hour and needed to take multiple short breaks in between hunting forays.  I'd return to the truck, sit in the front seat with the engine running and the heater on, to regain my strength before stepping into the field again with my bird.  I was confused by the sudden lack of energy.  The desire to hunt was still there, but lately I lacked the staying power to pursue falconry outdoors.  I felt drained, and blamed the fatigue and lack of coordination on "being old".  Having turned 40, I joked that "the warranty had run out" and that I needed to join the leagues of old-time-falconers with my many aches and pains.
	In the past, hunters that joined me in the field could attest to my hardcore attitude and ability to crash through nearly impenetrable brush.  I hunted in blizzards, rainstorms, fog, subzero temperatures, gusting 30mph winds and towering stands of honeysuckle and multiflora rose...and consistently caught game.  My motto was, "My birds and I have no excuses."  I especially enjoyed snowstorms:  the snow silenced any sounds of urban life and a rare hush fell upon the land.  As the hawk followed through the trees and alighted, snow billowed from over-hanging branches and the bells rang clear, reminding me of Christmas morning.  The falling snow hid any signs of game, and it was always a surprise to flush an unanticipated rabbit from beneath a snowdrift.  At hunting field trials, after I had determinedly flushed and reflushed game underneath expectant birds, the owners would exclaim, "Stacia is better in the field than a dog...!"  I glowed with pride, knowing that I had gone above and beyond the expectations of any contemporary falconer.  And so it remained for many years, until that fateful winter.  
	One overcast January day I nearly collapsed in a Missouri field, alone and disoriented.  I sat down on a fallen log to catch my breath and consider my circumstances.  I tried to stand up but fell down again, losing control of the tiercel (male) red-tailed hawk on my glove.  He bated at my clumsiness and flew off.  I shivered so violently in the cold air that my jaw and torso stiffened from the contractions.  I lost the finesse to carry a hawk upright on my arm, the glove dangling limp at my side.  I dragged my feet all the way back to the truck, too weak to lift my boots off the ground, and knew it was the end.  The tiercel chased after me, wishing for the best.  "I can't do this anymore.  My hunting days are over", I cried while leaning against the truck for support.  Tears fell against the outside door, the drops leaving a blurry smear across its painted surface. There were still two good months left of the Illinois hawking season, but I wouldn't see it to the finish.  I quit early that year, the first time ever in my falconry career.  Too exhausted for the daily rigors of caring for a falconry bird, I released the tiercel redtail to the wild a short time later.  He had been my sole hunting companion in preceding years and I could feel the emptiness of a future without him.  My mental strength had diminished along with my physical strength.  Something was terribly wrong.
	I didn't know it then, but a heart attack was imminent:  shortness of breath, weakness, chest pain and a strange arrhythmia that awakened me in the dead of the night.  My heart was dying from a lack of oxygen.  Out of fear and coercion, I finally went to the hospital and was diagnosed with Pernicious (Megaloblastic) Anemia, an incurable autoimmune disease that suppresses the bone marrow.  By the time the oncologist saw me, I had only 15% of the packed red blood cell volume needed to support life.  I would certainly be dead today had I not sought medical attention at that moment.  I survived, living in the 21st century with a disease that progressed slowly over the years, allowing my body time to adapt, but had I been born a lifespan earlier, the prognosis would have been fatal.  There was no treatment then, and even today, there is a limit on what medicine can provide and the human body can withstand.  I crossed both limits that unforgettable winter.  
	Autoimmune Megaloblastic Anemia is rare, but strangely enough, persons of northern European descent have a higher incidence of the disease.  I am 100% Czech, and my ancestors likely carried the mysterious gene, along with that of falconry, and passed both on to me.  My history gave reason to pause, for the same inheritance that conceived such passion for falconry, also carried the insidious design to end it.  The details of my illness and how it was discovered are a story that I'll save for another time and another place, but know that it took 9 months of intensive medical therapy just to stabilize my condition.  I endured weekly transfusions, injections and oral medications, some of which I’ll need for the rest of my life.  Two years later, I was still too incapacitated to practice falconry, but I longed to fly a bird again.  I drove to work during the fall months and covered my eyes to avoid seeing immature red-tailed hawks perched on telephone poles near the road.  I wanted so badly to toss a trap out the window and catch one, knowing all too well that I didn't have the stamina to train a prospective hunting partner over the course of a season.  
	To overcome sadness and desire I would walk to the backyard mews, step inside its confines and close my eyes.  I’d smell the dry wood, feel the dampness of fallen leaves and the lure of late autumn frost.  I would trace the edges of the shelf perch and remember the many times my fingers had worked leather jesses and braided leashes around the metal anchors.  I’d sift through the sandy substrate to find molted feathers long lost underfoot.  Holding a frayed feather in my hand, I’d try to recall the individual bird that lost it and when.  And I read old hawking journals to lose myself in the details of past hunts.  When those distractions failed, I called fellow falconers with the inclination to hunt in the company of their birds.  Flushing game for another’s bird was the next best thing to flushing game for my own, but time and time again, I was forced to cancel due to complications with my illness.  I eventually stopped attending state and national field meets, having neither a falconry bird to fly nor the endurance to beat the brush for others.
	My disorder alienated me from the falconry community and raptors, and continued to do so long after it was considered "under control" with modern medicine.  I faced the harsh reality that I would never be truly healed and might never again be able to fly birds in a way that I once did.  By this time of my life, I’d been an active falconer for more years than not.  Those activities, together with hiking and hunting and bird-watching in far off places, characterized me as a person.  Who was I now, if no longer a falconer and bird-watcher?  Without an identity, time holds no direction or intent, no description or memory.  It just is, and I existed without definition of person or place.  Falconry had always been my refuge; a place to retire the mind and spirit from the tragedies of living.  When hunting with a hawk I fell into the here and now, the raw challenges of survival replacing those contrived by modernity and leisure.  My trial of accomplishments in the sport retained something of value; more so than the repetitive, numbing administrative tasks of my career, which impacted the lives of few, and were remembered by none.  I could find no sanctuary now.  Housebound and unproductive, I became wholly depressed at the memory of my former life.
	The weeks slowly turned to months, and the months became years.  One hunting season passed by, and then another and another; each promised renewal and resolve at the start, but always failed in the graces of a hawk.  I measured a given year within the dimensions of the hunting season, and with the loss of each, something less of me remained.  I entered graduate school to bury myself in the challenges of academia and forget about the past.  
	It was during a summer of field work that my professor introduced me to taxidermy.  He held a salvage permit through Southern Illinois University Edwardsville (SIUE) and collected any specimens that died naturally in the wild.  Those specimens were skinned, stuffed and placed into the SIUE vertebrate teaching collections for educational use.  There was an entire freezer full of carcasses in his lab, some several years old, waiting to be processed.  He had been too busy to prepare them and most students hadn't shown an interest.  My advisor gave me a book on how to prepare museum-quality bird skins and I read it, happy to be engaged with nature once again.  
	My very first bird was a brown thrasher (Toxostoma rufum) and I preserved it the old-fashioned way with a mixture of Borax and white corn meal and cotton.  Placing the thrasher on its back in a dissecting tray, I blew on the belly feathers to expose the soft down and skin underneath.  Using a surgical-grade steel scalpel, I made an incision following the peak of the keel down to the abdomen.  I used my thumbs to part the skin along the right and left margins of the incision, exposing the purple meat of the breast.  The skin and feathers were gently peeled from the underlying tissue and rolled to the back of the bird, so that it resembled an inverted sock.  The corn meal-Borax mixture was liberally sprinkled into the body cavity to soak up blood and prevent stains from discoloring the plumage. The mixture congealed on contact with any body fluids and formed tiny, sticky, pink balls that clotted my instruments and fingertips.  I needed to wash my hands often to remove this adhesive gum and regain any sense of touch, something I never needed to do when cleaning game.  The femur and humerus were pushed through a transparent film of fascia and snapped off on each side of the body.  The vertebral column, viscera, eyes and base of the skull were all removed and replaced with absorbent material.  The body cavity was packed with cotton and sutured closed with a needle and silk thread chosen to match the colors of the bird.  At long last, the beak was carefully sewn shut, the legs crossed, the wings folded at the sides and the feathers smoothed into place.  The skin dried that way, lying on its back, in an imitation of peaceful slumber.  It turned out beautifully, and my professor remarked that my thrasher was as good as those previously prepared in the collection by experts. 
	In the months that followed I prepared dozens of bird specimens, emptying the lab freezer of its contents.  I stuffed the skins indoors at leisure, filling vacant gaps of time that once belonged to my hawks.  In the quiet hours of the night, with nothing but the trappings of scientific collecting to focus my mind, I felt a distant kinship with early biologists that came before me:  Audubon, Alfred Russel Wallace and John Gould.  Surely, they had stayed awake by firelight at some solitary field camp to collect and preserve bird specimens in their day.
	My study skins ranged from a tiny black-capped chickadee (Parus atricapillus) that barely weighed 8 grams to a red phase ruffed grouse (Bonasa umbellus), the only specimen of its kind in the collection.  Before removing the skin and plumage, I weighed and sexed each specimen, took body measurements, and handwrote the data on paper tags tied to the legs.  Most were non-game animals, species that I would only identify in the wild at a great distance with a field guide and binoculars.  Now, I was able to hold the actual birds in my hand and marvel at the color and texture of the feathers or examine unique anatomical features that couldn’t be seen from afar:  the zygodactyl toes of a downy woodpecker (Picoides pubescens), the glacial blue undertail coverts of an indigo bunting (Passerina cyanea) or the winter “snowshoes” of a ruffed grouse. 
	A certain amount of investigative work was inherent as well.  All the specimens arrived deceased and it was somewhat of a mystery to uncover the cause of death.  The carcasses bore evidence of starvation, disease, electrocution, blunt trauma by car or window strikes, and even predation.  Birds that died with puncture wounds or broken bones needed to be repaired before display.  I mindfully sutured the wounds from inside the body cavity, and replaced bones with wooden dowels, so the blemishes wouldn't show when the skin dried.  It impressed upon me the high mortality rates of wild populations and the fragility of life.  Saving a perfect specimen that would otherwise be lost to the world, and using it to teach the many zoology students that                              passed through the science department, was somehow noble.  Preserved properly, the skins would outlast me, bearing my name on museum tags for decades to come.  Sometimes, I needed to review the professional literature to correctly identify, age or sex a particular bird.  Taxidermy was methodical and scientific; and it required a careful hand and an eye for detail.  The skin of a songbird was as thin as tissue paper and a heavy touch in a moment of distraction could easily destroy the feathers.  There was a subtle art to shaping a raw, stuffed skin, too, so that it dried in a natural pose, not unlike the insight needed to shape a living bird for falconry.  In time, the art of taxidermy supplanted the art of falconry in me.  	
	  Friends that once saw me jump out of the car to retrieve a noosed hawk on a trap now witnessed me jumping out of the car to collect dead birds from the side of the road.  I would handle the carcass gingerly, inspect it for any signs of decay and, finding none, fold the wings into place and prop it on the dashboard for the trip home.  Once, I stopped too fast at a traffic light and the carcass rolled off the dashboard into the lap of an unsuspecting passenger!  
	Another day, I noticed an adult Cooper’s hawk lying on its back, barred wings spread wide and yellow legs askew, on the center line between two lanes of traffic.  It was large enough to impede the flow of cars, and drivers were circumventing the scene to avoid contact.  I slowly swerved around the hawk, too, and driving past, caught sight of the garnet eye staring upwards at the sky.  The rosy underparts contrasted sharply with the black of the asphalt and gun-metal gray of the back feathers. The bird must have been hit by a car just moments before and I was pleased to find such a prize.  It would make a gorgeous addition to the university’s collection, I thought, pulling off to the side of the road.  I made my way back, flinching at fast-moving cars, until I was within a few feet of the stricken hawk.  As I bent down to grasp the bird, it suddenly turned its head and looked at me!  I jumped backwards in alarm, and it immediately jumped up and flew away, the wings beating a noisy retreat over my head.  I felt a pang of disappointment at losing such a trophy, and then, embarrassment at having been deceived.  The Cooper’s hawk faded with the hazy line on the horizon, and a smile slowly crept across my face.  How happy I was to realize that this absolutely beautiful example of a bird was going to survive for yet another day.
	It was a seemingly mundane red-tailed hawk, however, that drew my thoughts into a long contemplation on science and art and coincidence.  Driving from Chicago to St. Louis last September, I noticed a hawk down on the gravel shoulder of Interstate-55, far ahead of me.  The broad wings waved back and forth—and I thought it was alive at first—until it was obvious that the movement was only from the air currents of passing cars.  I stopped to inspect the redtail and immediately saw a leg band.   Thinking it was a dead falconry bird, I collected the hawk in a moment of empathy toward the unknown falconer that had suffered such a fate.  I still mourned the loss of my own red-tailed hawk that had been released years earlier.  When I turned the body over, I was shocked to see a large blue-green tag with white numbering attached to the wing...this was no falconry bird; it was a lost research bird.  
	Research Bird 371.  I examined the wing tags carefully and noticed that each was attached through the patagium by a pin and button mechanism, similar to that used by ranchers to place ear tags on cattle.  The Peregrine Fund placed wing tags like these on California condors, but this was a common red-tailed hawk, not an endangered species, and I wondered at the significance.  I knew the boldly colored 371 on the wing served as a "resight marker".  An observer could identify or resight the hawk in the wild by this number, without having to retrap the bird to read the tiny print on the leg band.  Cradling the dead hawk in my arms, I could read both.  The silver U.S. Geological Survey band on its leg bore number:  1957-16275.  My experience as a falconer told me the red-tailed hawk was an immature female, but I knew nothing else.  Where did this hawk come from and how far did it travel before ending its journey in central Illinois?  Who trapped the bird and why?  Why was the hawk marked in such a dramatic and unusual way?  As I struggled with these questions, a faint recollection came to mind.  I raced home to consult my own references:  a series of Hawk Chalks published by the North American Falconers Association.  
	I pulled twenty-four years of Hawk Chalks from my book shelf, scattering them across the floor, until I located the December 2010 and August 2011 issues, the driving force of my memory.  In them, notices were published about a raptor relocation project overseen by the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA).  The project was centered at O'Hare Airport and photographs of a wing-tagged redtail, just like mine, were featured.  I immediately e-mailed the USDA contact in the article and called the Bird Banding Lab to report the recovery.  The Lab did not have any record that matched the numbers I provided, the hawk died before the bander could submit data, so the mystery persisted for a time.  USDA researcher, Travis Guerrant, eventually wrote to confirm that my red-tailed hawk was, in fact, one of their study subjects.  He had banded the bird himself.
	Mr. Guerrant explained that raptorial birds were trapped, marked and then released at various distances to determine their return rates to the airport.  The researchers were studying a non-lethal method of removing birds-of-prey from the airfield, as they posed a safety hazard to aircraft.  Research Bird 371 was trapped at O'Hare Airport on 30 August 2013 and relocated to Castle Rock State Park, IL. The redtail traveled about 86 miles southeast towards Pontiac, IL, where it was found by me on 21 September 2013.  Mr. Guerrant stated that only red-tailed hawks were marked with patagial wing tags and that 680 redtails had been relocated during the project thus far.  Hundreds of sighting reports had been received on the marked birds, and a few had originated from falconers.  Mr. Guerrant was appreciative of all the reports, and the U.S. Geological Survey even mailed a Certificate of Appreciation for the band recovery of Research Bird 371.  
	Wildlife biologist Aldo Leopold once wrote that “to band a bird was to hold a ticket in a great lottery.”  To find a banded bird, then, was to win that lottery.  The USDA researchers allowed me to keep the wing-tagged redtail as a study skin.  I thoughtfully prepared the hawk with one wing outstretched and open, so the patagial tag and leg band could be examined by future zoology students.  She was placed in the SIUE ornithology collection and remains there to this day.  Unlike the other specimens brought to me, I know an intimate part of this particular bird's history...and her history is now a part of my history, too.  In the great measure of time and space, what are the odds that I would find this red-tailed hawk when I needed it most?  Her discovery was the thread of continuity that bound together all that was important to me: wildlife conservation, scientific observation, falconry and the pursuit of knowledge.  Research Bird 371, and all the meticulously prepared specimens before her, became a lifeline that anchored a severed past to an uncertain, but renewable present.  Despite the shortcomings of my illness, taxidermy, with its requisite detail and inquiry, reminded me that I am still a naturalist at heart, the defining characteristic of a falconer.  I never lost that.  




	


